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ABSTRACT OF THE DESCLOSURE 
An athletic shoe whose outer sole is made of a resilient 

plastic and which is provided, on its underside, with a 
web that is located in the shank area and extends longi 
tudinally of the sole, the edges of which web are spaced 
from the edges of the remainder of the sole. 

The present invention relates to a sport shoe and more 
particularly to a football shoe which is provided with a 
resilient outer sole of plastic, preferably nylon, on which 
cleats or spikes are removably secured by means of suit 
able inserts which are embedded within the sole. 

During the past few years, it has become more and 
more prevalent to provide sport shoes and especially foot 
ball shoes for soccer and similar games with an outer 
sole of a resilient plastic, especially nylon. Such soles 
have the advantage that, due to their inherent resilence, 
they will return to their original substantially flat shape 
after they have been bent by the natural rolling move 
ment of the foot along the ground and by the action of 
hitting the ball when the sole is often bent almost at a 
right angle. It has, however, been found that under these 
severe bending stresses these soles will often break, espe 
cially at cold temperatures. The break then occurs pri 
marily within the shank area of the sole upon which the 
bending stresses are concentrated since the front part of 
the outer sole to which the cleats or spikes are secured 
and in which the rigid securing means for these elements 
are anchored cannot bend either at all or to the extent 
as required in order to distribute the bending stresses uni 
formly over the entire length of the sole. 

This concentration of the bending stresses to the shank 
area has the further disadvantage that, despite its in 
herent resilience, the material of the sole will suffer from 
fatigue and will then be permanently deformed. The re 
silience of the sole within the shank area will then also be 
considerably reduced or lost which in football shoes im 
pairs the force with which the ball may be hit. The shank 
area of the shoe will then also no longer fit properly on 
the foot which causes the wearer to lace the shank part 
of the shoe very tightly in order to compensate as much 
as possible for the deformation of the sole. Such a tight 
lacing of the shoe, in turn, impairs the blood circulation 
and Soon leads to tiring of the wearer and thus to a de 
cline of his strength. 

Although efforts have been made to overcome the dan 
ger of breakage of plastic soles by adding plasticizers to 
the material so as to make the soles more flexible, the 
Soles thereby lost their solidity which they require in 
order to take up the pressure which is exerted by the 
cleats or spikes and to prevent this pressure from being 
transmitted to the foot. Although it would, of course, be 
possible to make the outer soles of such a thickness that 
the pressure of the cleats or spikes will be taken up by 
them, this would, however, be contrary to the efforts of 
making the shoes as light as possible which is an impor 
tant presumption for a good performance of the player 
or athlete in the respective sport. A thick outer sole would 
also hinder the natural rolling movement of the foot. 
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2 
It is therefore an object of the present invention to co 

ordinate the above-mentioned, partly conflicting require 
ments upon the soles of sport shoes and especially foot 
ball shoes for the purpose of eliminating the mentioned 
disadvantages which heretofore occurred in such shoes. 

For attaining this object, the invention provides that 
the bending stresses which act upon the shank area of 
the Sole of a sport shoe be displaced toward the toe area 
of the shoe by making the area of the outer sole be 
tween the shank area and the last cleats or spikes in front 
of the shank area of a greater flexibility than the shank 
area itself. According to one preferred embodiment of the 
invention, a part of the outer sole within the area be 
tween the shank and the last cleats or spikes in front of 
the shank is for this purpose made thinner than the shank 
area itself which, if desired, may even be reinforced. The 
invention therefore provides that the mentioned part of 
the sole in front of the shank should be thinner or more 
flexible than the thickest part of the shank area. Contrary 
to the sport shoes of the conventional type, the main bend 
ing zone of the sole is therefore no longer located within 
the shank area but more forwardly, that is, approximately 
between the ball and shank or, as seen in the direction 
toward the shank, directly behind the cleats or spikes on 
the ball part of the sole. This eliminates the danger that 
the sole might break within the shank area and it also 
insures that the shank area will retain the desired resil 
ience. The mentioned reinforcements within the shank 
area of the sole may be of any desired type, for example, 
in the form of flat or rib-shaped projections, or they may 
be produced by embossing, for example, in the form of 
stiffening corrugations or other impressions. The rein 
forcements also do not need to be integral with the outer 
Sole, but may consist of separate layers, for example, of 
a steel spring or a layer of glass fibers, which may be 
applied upon the inner surface of the sole or be inserted 
into a recess therein. 
The relatively large and permanently set deflection of 

a sole of a sport shoe and especially a football shoe has 
the result that bulges are formed on the insole which may 
consist, for example, of a composition which is made of 
leather fibers. These bulges are formed because the ma 
terial of the insole will not be uniformly displaced at the 
place or places where the outer sole is bent. These bulges 
not only prevent the formation of a proper foot bedding 
and are very uncomfortable to the foot of the wearer, 
but they also reduce the resilience of the shoe bottom. 
When employing an insole of the conventional type, these 
facts would diminish the advantages which may be at 
tained if the outer sole is made of a structure in accord 
ance with the present invention. The invention therefore 
provides additionally that the parts of the insole which 
are especially Subjected to bending be reduced in thick 
ness, for example, by grinding, or be provided with aper 
tures which may be simply attained by punching. Since 
a strong lasting edge should be retained on the insole, 
the thinned parts or apertures should, however, not ex 
tend up to the outer edges of the insole and the unre 
duced marginal edge portion of the insole should pref 
erably have a width of at least 10 mm. 
The features and advantages of the present invention 

will become more clearly apparent from the following 
detailed description thereof which is to be read with 
reference to the accompanying drawings, in which: 
FIGURE 1 shows a plan view of the bottom side of an 

outer sole according to the invention; 
FIGURE 2 shows a longitudinal section of the lower 

part of a football shoe which is provided with an outer 
sole as shown in FIGURE 1; 
FIGURE 3 shows a top view of a modification of the 
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insole for a sport shoe according to the invention; while 
FIGURE 4 shows a top view of another modification 

of the insole. 
Referring first particularly to FIGURE 1 of the draw 

ings, the outer sole which consists of a resilient plas 
tic, preferably nylon, and is produced, for example, by 
molding, comprises a relatively thin part 2 and a thicker 
projecting part 3 integrally thereon, Part 2 may have a 
thickness of 1 to 2 mm. and has the usual shape of an 
outer sole. The flat projecting part 3 which forms a rein 
forcement of the outer sole extends from the two heel 
cleats 4 to the most forward cleats 5. Within the area of 
this reinforced part 3, the outer sole has a total thickness 
of approximately 3.5 to 4 mm. The reinforced part 3 is 
provided with recesses 6 and 7 which extend to points 
near the edges of the sole. Recess 6 forms the bending 
part of the outer sole which according to the invention 
is located in front of the shank area 8, while recess 7 
forms another bending part which is located between the 
most forward cleats 5 and the two ball cleats 9. As illus 
trated in FIGURE 1, the length of the recesses 6 and 7, 
as seen in a direction transverse to the longitudinal axis 
of the sole, is greater than their maximum width, as seen 
in a direction parallel to this axis. 

Due to the reinforced part 3, webs 10 and 11 are 
formed between the two cleats 5 and 9 of each pair which 
are spaced substantially equally from the central longi 
tudinal axis of the sole. Cleats 5 and 9 are supported on 
these webs 10 and 11 which thus act as pressure distribut 
ing elements. Webs 10 and ii are also intended to prevent 
the cleats from bending over as the result of the forces 
which, when the shoe is worn, will act upon the cleats in 
the direction parallel to the surface of the outer sole. 
These webs also permit the metallic inserts, not shown, 
which are embedded in the outer sole for removably se 
curing the cleats to the outer sole, to be made of a rela 
tively small cross-sectional size so that also for this rea 
Son the entire sole will have a low weight. 

Within the shank, toe, and heel areas of the outer sole, 
the reinforced part 3 is spaced from the edges of the sole 
by the marginal parts 13, 14, and 15 which are formed 
by the thinner part 2 of the sole. 
FIGURE 2 illustrates diagrammatically the shoe struc 

ture according to the invention, in which the outer sole 1 
according to FIGURE 1 is secured to an upper 22 and 
an insole 16 which is provided with apertures 7 and 18 
which are substantially in vertical alignment with the 
recesses 6 and 7 of the outer sole and are filled out with 
a cushioning material 19, for example, foam plastic. 
FIGURE 3 shows a modification of the insole in which 

the rear aperture 18 which is filled with a cushioning ma 
terial 19 projects into the shank area. According to the 
further modification of the invention, as shown in FIG 
URE 4, the insole is merely provided with recesses 29 and 
21 in place of the filled-out apertures 7 and 8 as shown 
in FIGURE 3. The lateral unreduced sides of the insole 
adjacent to the apertures 17 and 18 according to FIG 
URES 2 and 3 or adjacent to the recesses 26 and 21 ac 
cording to FIGURE 4 should have a width sufficient to 
permit the upper 22 to be properly lasted to the insole 
even by means of a conventional lasting machine. 

Although, as previously stated, the bending parts of the 
outer sole which in the particular embodiments as illus 
trated are formed by the recesses 6 and 7 should have a 
greater length than width, as seen transversely to the 
longitudinal axis of the sole, the particular shape thereof 
may be considerably varied. Thus, the desired effect may 
also be attained by providing the outer sole with trans 
verse grooves. Furthermore, the recesses may also be pro 
vided either in the outer or inner side of the outer sole or 
even in both sides. 

Although my invention has been illustrated and de 
scribed with reference to the preferred embodiments there 
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A. 
to the details of such embodiments but is capable of 
numerous modifications within the scope of the appended 
claims. 

Having thus fully disclosed my invention, what I 
claim is: 

1. A sport shoe comprising an upper, an insole, and 
a resilient outer sole of plastic, means for removably Se 
curing cleats or spikes at least to the front area of said 
outer sole in front of its shank area, at least the part of 
said outer sole between said shank area and the last cleats 
or spikes in front of said shank area being of a greater 
flexibility than said shank area for displacing the bending 
stresses normally acting upon the shank area in the direc 
tion toward the toe area of the sole, said flexible part of 
said outer sole extending transversely to the longitudinal 
direction of said sole and having a thickness smaller than 
the thickness of said shank area. 

2. A sport shoe comprising an upper, an insole, and a 
resilient outer sole of plastic, means for removably se 
curing cleats or spikes at least to the front area of said 
outer sole in front of its shank area, at least the part of 
said outer sole between said shank area and the last cleats 
or spikes in front of said shank area being of a greater 
flexibility than said shank area for displacing the bending 
stresses normally acting upon the shank area in the direc 
tion toward the toe area of the sole, said flexible part of 
said outer sole being formed by a part having a thickness 
smaller than the thickness of said shank area and the 
thickness of the parts of the front area of said sole which 
are adapted to support said cleats or spikes and extending 
transversely to the longitudinal direction of said sole so 
as to leave a lasting margin between its ends and the 
lateral edges of said sole. 

3. A sport shoe comprising an upper, an insole, and a 
resilient outer sole of plastic, means for removably se 
curing cellats or spikes at least to the front area of said 
outer sole in front of its shank area, at least the part of 
Said outer sole between said shank area and the last cleats 
or spikes in front of said shank area being of a greater 
flexibility than said shank area for displacing the bending 
stresses normally acting upon the shank area in the direc 
tion toward the toe area of the sole, said cleats or spikes 
being adapted to be secured to the toe, ball, and heel areas 
of said sole, said sole having integrally thereon a pro 
jecting reinforcing layer extending continuously between 
the parts of said sole which are adapted to support said 
spikes or cleats on said ball and heel areas and also re 
inforcing said shank area, said reinforcing layer having 
at least one transverse recess therein between said shank 
and ball areas and at least one transverse recess between 
said ball and toe areas, said recesses forming flexible parts 
in said sole. 

4. A sport shoe as defined in claim 3, in which said 
insole is provided with flexible parts in positions sub 
stantially corresponding to those of said recesses in Said 
outer sole. 

5. A sport shoe as defined in claim 4, in which Said 
flexible parts of said insole are formed by transverse 
parts of a reduced thickness. 

6. A sport shoe as defined in claim 4, in which said 
flexible parts of said insole are formed by apertures in 
said insole. 

7. A sport shoe as defined in claim 6, in which said 
apertures in said insole are filled with a soft cushioning 
material. 

8. A sport shoe as defined in claim 5, in which said 
transverse parts have such a length that between each of 
their ends and the adjacent lateral edge of said insole an 
unreduced marginal strip remains having a width of at 
least 10 mm. 

9. An athletic shoe having an outer sole made of a re 
silient plastic extending from the toe to at least the shank 

of, I wish to have it understood that it is in no way limited 75 area; means for removably securing cleats or Spikes to 
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the front area of said sole; said sole having on its under 
side a web which is located in the shank area, which ex 
tends in the direction of the length of said sole, and the 
edges of which web are spaced from the edges of the re 
mainder of said sole. 

10. An athletic shoe as defined in claim 9 wherein 
said web is integral with the remainder of said sole. 

11. An athletic shoe as defined in claim 9 wherein said 
web extends beyond said shank area and into the front 
area of said sole; said web, in said front area of said sole, 
being provided with recesses which impart to said web 
regions that have greater flexibility than the remainder of 
said web. 

2. An athletic shoe as defined in claim 11 wherein 

6 
said means for removably securing cleats or spikes are 
on said web. 

13. An athletic shoe as defined in claim 11 wherein said 
recesses extend laterally to near the edges of said web. 
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